LIBROS OBLIGATORIOS PARA CLASE

**NIVEL INTERMEDIO 1**

*New English File Intermediate* (Oxford)
- Student’s Book
- Workbook (with key)
- Student’s CD

**NIVEL INTERMEDIO 2**

*New English File Upper Intermediate* (Oxford)
- Student’s Book
- Workbook (with key)
- Student’s CD
BIBLIOGRAFÍA RECOMENDADA NIVEL INTERMEDIO

**Grammar:**


HILL, Jimmie & HURST, Rosalyn *Grammar and Practice* - an Intermediate level grammar reference and practice book which can be used for self-study or for class use LTP, 1987.


WALKER, Elaine & ELSWORTH, Steve *Grammar Practice for Intermediate Students* – (includes regular revision tests) Longman, 2000


WEST, Clare *Recycling Intermediate English*- with Key Georgian Press, 2004

**Vocabulary:**

BARKER, Chris *Boost your Vocabulary 3* - One in a series of four reference and practice books that will help students to build their vocabulary Longman, 2003.


WOLARD, George  **Key Words for Fluency**  -Intermediate collocation practice  Thompson, 2005.

**Listening:**

BLUNDELL, L. & STOKES, J.  **Task Listening**- Pre-intermediate to intermediate  CUP, 1981.


DOFF, Adrian  **Listening 2 Students Book Intermediate**  CUP, 1991.


WEST  **Listen Here! Intermediate Listening Activities**  Lavoisier, 1999.

**Pronunciation:**

BAKER, Ann  **Ship or Sheep?** Student’s Book and Audio CDs – an intermediate level pronunciation course  CUP, 2006.

HANCOCK, Mark  **English Pronunciation in Use** (+ audio CDs)  CUP, 2003.


O’ CONNOR, J.D.  **Better English Pronunciation**- for intermediate & more advanced students  CUP, 1980.


**Dictionaries:**


www.onelook.com - a network of more than 700 online dictionaries.